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Abstract.

**BACKGROUND:** Tumor heterogeneity has been recognized in many cancer types for decades. However, the significance of tumor heterogeneity on disease course and clinical outcome in bladder cancer is of more recent interest to researchers and clinicians. This is especially true as morphologic and molecular heterogeneity has the potential to confound accurate diagnosis, efficient prognostication, and subsequent clinical management. While this is true, it is not always clear what laboratory models are available or suitable for the study of these important clinical phenomena.

**OBJECTIVE:** To review \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} laboratory models for the study of morphologic and molecular tumor heterogeneity in bladder cancer.

**METHODS:** We undertook a review of PubMed with a focus on identifying suitable models for the study of tumor heterogeneity in bladder cancer.

**RESULTS:** We provide a review of common \textit{in vivo} (genetically engineered mice and patient-derived xenografts) and \textit{in vitro} (established cell lines and organoid systems) models and discuss their utility in the study of morphologic and molecular tumor heterogeneity in bladder cancer.

**CONCLUSION:** Genetically engineered mouse models and patient-derived xenografts provide complementary approaches for the study of tumor heterogeneity in bladder cancer. In addition, cell culture-based systems provide a system amenable to genetic manipulation and mechanistic studies, while organoid systems bridge the gap between \textit{in vivo} and \textit{in vitro} systems. However, the availability of models to study molecular heterogeneity is limited, partly because of a relative lack of molecular characterization of available models. In summary, while models for the study of specific subsets of morphologic heterogeneity are available, more models are required for studies of molecular heterogeneity. This shortcoming could be partially addressed by more comprehensively characterizing currently available model systems. In addition, each system/approach has advantages and disadvantages, and care should be taken when selecting a given model.
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INTRODUCTION TO TUMOR HETEROGENEITY

The recognition of tumor heterogeneity and its clinical implications is not new. In fact, as early as the 1950’s, Foulds et al. [1] suggested that cancer
development was not a simple progression as in the single-cell theory; rather, cancers develop via complex, nonlinear advancements of genetic mutations that could vary over time, within single tumors, and between individuals [1]. Indeed, the presence of phenotypically (clinically) evident tumor heterogeneity is common following disease progression. For example, numerous researchers provided evidence for the existence of multiple subpopulations of neoplastic cells within single tumors, as some of the first acknowledgements of tumor heterogeneity (reviewed in G. H. Heppner’s “Tumor Heterogeneity” essay, 1984 [2]). Although this morphologic tumor heterogeneity has been recognized for some time, relatively recent technological advancements in the areas of genomics and computational biology have enhanced our understanding of the complexities of tumor heterogeneity, specifically at the molecular level. Indeed, these technologic advancements have helped to shed light on the impact of tumor heterogeneity on diagnostic intricacies, mechanisms of drug resistance, and clinical management strategies. For many of these reasons, interest in tumor heterogeneity has gained recent momentum.

In general, there are four types of tumor heterogeneity (reviewed in [3]). These include (1) molecular or cellular differences between tumors of a similar type in different patients (i.e., interpatient or intertumoral heterogeneity); (2) differences in cancer cell types or molecular attributes within a single lesion within one patient (intratumoral heterogeneity); (3) differences in cancer cell types or molecular attributes between primary and metastatic lesions, or between two different metastatic lesions within one patient (intermetastatic heterogeneity); and (4) differences in cancer cell types or molecular attributes within a single metastatic lesion (intrametastatic heterogeneity). Inherent in these definitions, tumor heterogeneity can be conceptualized at many levels, including the tissue, cellular and molecular (i.e., genetic, epigenetic) levels.

MORPHOLOGY: THE FIRST LEVEL OF TUMOR HETEROGENEITY IN BLADDER CANCER

Morphologically, while urothelial cell carcinoma (UCC) accounts for 90% of all muscle invasive bladder cancers in the United States and Europe, a striking percentage of muscle invasive UCC cases display histomorphometric variation and associated molecular alterations. These morphologic and molecular variants of UCC are clinically significant, as they are associated with poor clinical outcomes [4], and may be associated with treatment resistance. In addition, as we move towards molecular diagnostics in bladder cancer, presence of morphologic and molecular variants can complicate accurate diagnosis. The most common morphologic variant of UCC is squamous differentiation, which is characterized by the presence of intercellular bridging and the formation of keratin “pearls” [5]. It has been estimated that up to 40% of muscle invasive UCC cases present with patterns of squamous differentiation. While the influence of squamous differentiation on prognosis and disease course is unclear, this morphology is enriched in patients with basal (now basal-squamous) bladder cancer, which confers a worse prognosis [6–10]. Similar to squamous differentiation, glandular differentiation is present in an estimated 10% of muscle invasive UCC cases [11], and is associated with a higher incidence of extravesical tumors and metastasis to lymph nodes, as well as a higher risk of recurrence after treatment [8, 9]. In addition to these morphologic variants, others including neuroendocrine/small cell, plasmacytoid, micropapillary, etc (reviewed here [5, 12]) are frequently present in bladder cancer. As discussed below, morphologic and molecular heterogeneity are often linked, which adds to the complex nature of this disease state.

CONNECTIONS BETWEEN MORPHOLOGIC AND MOLECULAR HETEROGENEITY IN BLADDER CANCER

As is the case in other malignancies such as prostate cancer ([13–16]), molecular heterogeneity is often tied to morphologic heterogeneity in bladder cancer. For example, the original identification of a subset of bladder cancers that exhibit an expression pattern similar to basal urothelial cells (i.e., high molecular weight cytokeratins) revealed these tumors are often (but not always) enriched for squamous differentiation [17]. Indeed, recent studies have confirmed connections between the basal gene expression pattern and squamous differentiation in the setting of intratumoral heterogeneity as well [18]. Another example regarding connections between morphologic variation and specific genetic alterations is provided by studies of the aggressive
plasmacytoid morphologic variant of bladder cancer. Interestingly, loss of function mutations in CDH1 (encoding E-cadherin) is detected in over 80% of plasmacytoid bladder cancers [19]. In a more recent study [20], we showed that among patients with more than one tumor morphology (intratumoral heterogeneity), 39% demonstrated associated molecular heterogeneity across the different morphologies, further suggesting a link between heterogeneity at the morphologic and molecular levels. Unfortunately however, as we discuss below, there is a relative lack of models that “connect” the common morphologic alterations in human bladder cancer with specific molecular alterations.

Therefore, it is clear that morphologic and molecular tumor heterogeneity in bladder cancer is of significant clinical significance and further research is required. For those interested in the relative strengths and weaknesses of specific models, as well as a discussion of their utility for addressing specific questions, we refer to previous reviews by us and others [21–24]. However, the types of models available for the study of tumor heterogeneity in bladder cancer may be unclear to investigators. To address this potential knowledge gap, as well as to highlight areas of potential focus for further model development and characterization, we provide an overview of models that depict elements of tumor heterogeneity in bladder cancer and how the studies utilizing these models are advancing our insights into this common disease.

IN VIVO MODELS OF TUMOR HETEROGENEITY

Genetically engineered mice

By enabling investigators to determine the impact of individual and combined genetic alterations on bladder cancer pathophysiology in an in vivo setting with an intact immune system, genetically engineered mice (GEM) provide an invaluable research tool. For example, GEM models have been created to examine the role of several genes, including (but not limited to) HRAS, TP53, RB1, CDKN2A, FOXA1, ATDC9 and PTEN in bladder cancer development and progression. With some notable exceptions (see below), the targeted manipulation (i.e., knockout of tumor suppressor or overexpression of mutant transgene) is often insufficient to drive the development of frank tumor heterogeneity in the form of variant morphology. This may be related to the inability of a subset of genetic alterations to induce genomic instability, which can be overcome by the addition of chemical carcinogens (see section on carcinogen models below). As such, many of these studies describe the development of morphologic heterogeneity following use of a multi-gene approach in order to more closely mimic the molecular characteristics of the bladder cancer. Furthermore, several of these studies have identified a potential role for the aforementioned genes and others in the development of heterogeneous bladder cancer.

Upk2-HRAS*/WT/Upk2-cre/p53LOX/LOX

Using a transgenic mouse model, He et al. [25] (2016) investigated the effect of a constitutively activating HRAS mutation (HRAS*) and conditional inactivation of Tp53 in urothelial cells on the development of muscle-invasive bladder cancer. As described in a prior publication [26], these transgenic mice harbor a fusion of the murine uroplakin-2 promoter and a 3.0 kb activated rabbit c-Ha-Ras harboring a point mutation (Upk2-HRAS*). Specifically, the point mutation is at codon 61 of the second exon, resulting in a CAG (glutamine) to CTG (leucine) change. Importantly, this mutation results in the activation of kinase activity, and has been shown to transform immortalized cells in vitro. Constitutively expressed low levels of Upk2-HRAS* results in simple urothelial hyperplasia that fails to progress to frank invasion. However, expression of two copies of Upk2-HRAS* results in early onset, papillary urothelial carcinoma. Importantly, expression of one or two copies of mutant HRAS alone does not result in any detectible morphologic heterogeneity. While individual Tp53 knockout results in a normal urothelial phenotype, Tp53 KO (which almost certainly results in underlying genomic instability) combined with Upk-HRAS* expression results in the development of carcinoma-in-situ (CIS) and progression to muscle-invasive bladder cancers. Intriguingly, muscle-invasive tumors exhibit focal squamous differentiation as well as high molecular weight keratins (Krt5 and Krt14), typically associated with squamous differentiation and the basal-squamous subtype [25]. Therefore, the Upk2-HRAS*/WT/Upk2-cre/p53LOX/LOX represents one model suitable for the study of basal-squamous bladder cancer.

Adeno-Cre/Tp53loxP/loxP/PtenloxP/loxP

Inactivation of Tp53 was also investigated in a transgenic model that showcased intratumoral heterogeneity, developed by Puzio-Kuter et al. [27] (2009).
This novel mouse model used to investigate invasive bladder cancer uses combination Tp53 fl/fl; Pten fl/fl conditional KO mice with urothelial tumorigenesis induced following injection of Adeno-Cre directly into the bladder. Investigation of the effects of Tp53 or Pten single mutants demonstrated normal bladder epithelium and no apparent tumors, even after a year post-injection with Adeno-Cre. However, bladders of the aforementioned combination KO mice with both Tp53 and Pten deletion showed CIS, as well as muscle-invasive UCC with areas of squamous and sarcomatoid carcinoma that were positive for cytokeratins on IHC staining [27].

AhCreER + Lkb1fl/fl; Ptenfl/fl

Yet another notable use of a transgenic mouse model, conducted by Shorning et al. [28], involved the combined deletion of Lkb1 and Pten. While Lkb1 is a tumor suppressor previously shown to be dysregulated in bladder cancer, the deletion of Lkb1 alone did not result in any morphologic changes in the bladder epithelium of mice. This was also the case for single deletion of Pten (which reportedly results in a range of phenotypes including hyperplasia and non-invasive cancer) [29–31]. The combined deletion model was developed by crossing mice with an inducible AhCreER transgene (induced with beta-naphthoflavone and tamoxifen) with mice bearing a LoxP flanked Pten locus. Mice with deletion of both Lkb1 and Pten developed large papillary tumors with tissue heterogeneity. Tumors had areas with vacuoles and apoptotic cells, as well as more proliferative sections; the tumors also showed some spindle-shaped cells, squamous metaplasia, and focal microvesicular change [28].

UBC-Cre/ERT2/Foxa1loxp/loxp

Forkhead Box A1 (FOXA1) is a master regulator of urothelial differentiation, and decreased FOXA1 expression is a hallmark of basal-squamous bladder cancer [32]. To investigate the direct contribution of FOXA1 loss to the development of basal-squamous bladder cancer, Reddy et al. [33] investigated the effects of Foxa1 knockout on urothelial differentiation in a GEM model. Using this model, tissue from female mice showed keratinizing squamous metaplasia with high levels of cytokeratin 14 expression, whereas tumors from male mice showed urothelial hyperplasia without squamous differentiation. While this study identified the sexually dimorphic effects resulting from Foxa1 knockout, and provided direct evidence regarding a role for this developmental transcription factor in urothelial differentiation [33], it also suggested that Foxa1 deletion alone was insufficient to drive tumorigenesis. Ongoing studies by our group [34] have now shown FOXA1 silencing and PTEN copy number loss frequently co-occur in bladder cancer, and that Upk2-Cre mediated deletion of Foxa1 and Pten in luminal cells (and a subset of intermediate basal urothelial cells) results in the development of frank bladder cancer with significant squamous differentiation.

CAG-ATDC transgenic mice

The tripartite motif protein family member and transcriptional regulator ataxia-telangiectasia group D complementing (ATDC/TRIM29) is overexpressed in bladder cancer, and recent studies suggest a role for ATDC in basal-squamous bladder cancers. Palmbos et al. [35] used a CAG-promoter transgenic model to constitutively overexpress ATDC in every tissue, including the bladder. In addition to the development of bladder outlet obstruction, mutant mice developed a spectrum of phenotypes in an ATDC copy number-dependent manner. Phenotypes included hyperplasia, dysplasia, low-grade non-invasive bladder cancer, and high-grade muscle-invasive bladder cancers. In a follow-up study, Palmbos et al. [36] identified ATDC as a marker of basal-squamous bladder cancer, and showed ATDC expression was significantly correlated with expression of all three isoforms of delta-N-TP63 (dNP63α, -β and -γ), as well as total TP63. Furthermore, this work showed that TP63 positively and directly regulates ATDC expression, increasing the phenotypic aggressiveness of bladder cancer cells. Although basal-squamous disease is enriched with tumors that exhibit squamous differentiation, not all tumors present with this morphologic attribute. Taken together, these results suggest that high levels of ATDC expression are associated with a basal-squamous subtype of bladder cancer, and indicate the ATDC transgenic mouse developed by this group is suitable for the study of basal-squamous disease.

Carcinogen-induced mouse models

Wide ranges of carcinogens have been utilized to induce bladder cancer in mice. The relevance of chemical carcinogens to urothelial tumor development and progression is significant, given that exposure to cigarette smoke, environmental pollutants and industrial chemicals represent major risk factors for the development of bladder cancer.
Additionally, carcinogen-induced bladder cancer models provide in vivo systems that are immune competent, a necessary component for immunotherapeutic studies. Perhaps the most commonly used chemical carcinogen for bladder cancer studies is N-Butyl-N-(4-hydroxybutyl)nitrosamine (BBN). Recently, Fantini et al. [37] investigated the effects of BBN on the molecular and mutational profiles of carcinogen-induced mouse bladder tumors and provided evidence that BBN produces a basal molecular subtype of bladder cancer. Tumors specifically demonstrated frequent mutations in Kmt2c, Trp53, and Kmt2d, levels of which closely correlated with human muscle-invasive bladder tumors when compared to data from The Cancer Genome Atlas study [17]. Genetic similarities between carcinogen-induced mouse models of muscle invasive bladder cancer and human bladder tumors reaffirms the utility of BBN carcinogen-based models to study the basal molecular subtype of bladder cancer in hosts with intact immune systems. However, it should be noted that phenotypes which arise following BBN exposure (i.e., rapidity of disease onset and progression, as well as presence and type of tumor morphology) often vary according to genetic background [38], and are almost certainly related to strain-specific molecular differences/alterations.

**Patient-derived xenografts (PDX) provide an additional in vivo approach**

Relative to human disease, patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models are arguably the most faithful in vivo models available for the study of tumor-associated epithelial heterogeneity. This is true because PDX models appear to largely maintain tumor histology, including morphologic heterogeneity, as well as genetic alterations and molecular heterogeneity, seen in parent tumors [39]. However, (like any model system) there are issues associated with the use of PDX models for bladder cancer studies. For example, the existence of significant patient-to-patient variability requires the use of a number of models for a given study, which can drive the relatively high cost associated with incorporating PDX models into a study. In addition, PDX models require specific expertise, and (like all xenograft systems) the need for an immune-deficient host (unless creating a syngeneic line from a strain-matched transgenic, knockout or carcinogen-induced bladder cancer from mice). As demonstrated following the molecular analysis of 22 PDX lines by Pan et al. [40], PDX models faithfully represent the original morphologic and molecular characteristics associated with the clinical specimens from which these models are derived. While there is significant interest in the use of PDX models for select therapeutics studies, this approach is not new. For instance, in 1986 Russel et al. [41] utilized tumor biopsies from twenty-two patients to establish and analyze PDX lines. Of eleven biopsies that successfully implanted, tumor specimens maintained the same histological grade and features as the original patient tumors following xenografting. In three PDX lines that were established and serially transplantable, focal areas of squamous and glandular differentiation were present in subsequently analyzed samples. Indeed, a number of PDX lines with variant morphologic patterns have been established, including those exhibiting small cell, inverted papillary, micropapillary, and neuroendocrine histology types [42–44]. In one study of note, Hofner et al. [44] developed an accurate preclinical PDX model of aggressive neuroendocrine bladder cancer, which was used to identify diagnostic markers and potential therapeutic targets. This study is noteworthy, as there currently are no transgenic or cell line models of neuroendocrine/small cell bladder cancer. While PDX models have many advantages in preclinical bladder cancer research, their lengthy development time and variable take rates (in addition to other limitations described above) preclude many researchers from using them. To address this limitation, Gheibi et al. [45] successfully established cultures of PDX-derived ellipsoids in microchambers, which could help to maintain these patient-derived cells for extended periods of time. Ellipsoids demonstrated considerable heterogeneity in drug susceptibility, reflective of heterogeneity that may be seen in vivo [45].

**IN VITRO MODELS OF TUMOR HETEROGENEITY**

**Cell lines as models of tumor heterogeneity**

Perhaps the most important advantage of cell line-based approaches is the fact that they present a system suitable for mechanistic studies. For example, our group used publicly available data from the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) for 27 bladder cancer cell lines, as well as bladder cancer data available through the TCGA bladder cancer study, to identify cell lines suitable for mechanistic studies related to
molecular subtype [46]. Specifically, we identified 7 and 10 cell lines representative of luminal and basal molecular subtypes of bladder cancer, respectively. In keeping with previous molecular subtyping studies, luminal cell lines were characterized by high levels of FOXA1, GATA Binding Protein 3 (GATA3) and Peroxisome Proliferator Activated Receptor Gamma (PPARγ) expression, while basal cell lines exhibited reduced expression of these transcriptional regulators. Although not all tested cell lines were capable of forming tumors in vivo, xenografting studies showed that SCaBER bladder cancer cells exhibited extensive levels of squamous differentiation, while two luminal bladder cancer cell lines exhibited papillary (RT4) and urothelial cell carcinoma histology with elements of clear cell differentiation (UMUC1). These molecular and morphologic attributes are consistent with clinical history provided when these lines were established [47–49]. Recent studies by our group and others suggest molecular subtype is plastic and can change during tumor progression [18, 20] with the basal molecular subtype expanding over time. While such progression-associated tumor plasticity is potentially associated with intratumoral heterogeneity and therapeutic resistance, the molecular mechanism(s) related to this plasticity are unknown. As FOXA1, GATA3 and PPARγ are involved in urothelial differentiation and expressed in a highly subtype-specific manner, we leveraged our cell line analysis to test the hypothesis that these factors cooperate to control subtype-specific gene expression events in bladder cancer. Interestingly, while no single factor was capable of “reprogramming” this basal cell line to a luminal gene expression pattern, combinations of FOXA1 or GATA3 overexpression in conjunction with PPARγ activation was sufficient to classify the basal 5637 bladder cancer cell line as luminal. In addition to characterizing available cell lines in regard to their molecular subtype and providing a cancer-specific context for the long-described phenomenon of urothelial plasticity, these results additionally suggest human bladder cancer cell lines are useful for studies designed to identify the mechanistic drivers of molecular heterogeneity.

De-novo and acquired resistance to systemic chemotherapy is a significant clinical issue in the management of patients with advanced bladder cancer. For this reason, bladder cancer cell lines have been extensively used to determine the impact of specific genetic alterations on chemotherapeutic sensitivity and predict patient response to cisplatin [50], as well as a model for resistance to systemic chemotherapy. However, recent clinical studies have shown that systemic chemotherapy treatment is also a significant contributor to intratumoral and intermetastatic tumor heterogeneity in bladder cancer patients. For example, one recent study reported that only ∼28% of mutations are shared in patient-matched, pre and post chemotherapy treated samples [51]. Although cell lines cannot recapitulate the complete physiologic complexity of a living organism, they do provide one system for analyzing the contribution of chemotherapeutic treatment to tumor heterogeneity.

In addition to commonly used human cell lines, Saito et al. [52] have developed two unique mouse cell lines to specifically model luminal-like and basal-like bladder cancer (UPPL1541 and BBN963, respectively). Utilizing an inducible Upk3 promoter system for directed knockout of Trp53 and Pten, they produced Upk3a-CreERT2; Trp53L/L; PtenL/L; Rosa26 LSL–Lac (UPPL) mice with high-grade, muscle-invasive bladder cancer. These mice develop bladder cancer with papillary histology and a luminal molecular subtype. Their cell line derived from UPPL tumors maintains luminal subtype, demonstrated by expression of PPARγ and GATA3. For their BBN model, C57BL/6 mice were exposed to BBN, resulting in the development of bladder tumors with basal phenotype. These lines have been utilized for immune checkpoint studies [52, 53], and provide an important new research tool.

Organoids: A conceptual middle ground between established cell lines and PDX models

While useful for biochemical and mechanistic studies, traditional monolayer cell cultures are relatively artificial. In addition to being cultured in vitro for decades, monolayer cell culture does not support growth patterns that faithfully recreate all attributes of an in vivo tissue microenvironment. Organoid culture systems overcome some of the artificial qualities of monolayer cultures. By definition, organoids are “organ-like” models that recapitulate the in vivo physiology of their “parent” tissue of origin in vitro in three-dimensional culture [54]. Organoid culture systems have been described for a number of organ systems and cancers, including prostate [55], gastric [56], intestinal [57], pancreatic [58],...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model type</th>
<th>Model examples</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transgenic or genetically engineered models (GEM)</td>
<td>1. Upk2-HRAS* /WT/Upk2-Cre/p53lox/lox [25]</td>
<td>–Investigators can target individual and combined genetic alterations to</td>
<td>–High cost often related to long generation time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Adeno-Cre/Tp53lox/lox/Ptenlox/lox [27]</td>
<td>determine impact on tumor development and progression \textit{in vivo.}</td>
<td>–Specialize expertise is required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. AhCreER* Lkb1flo/fl/Ptenflo/flo [28]</td>
<td>–Living organism with organ system of focus and functional immune system</td>
<td>–Potentially simple repertoire of genetic alterations relative to human disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. UBC-Cre/ERT2/Foxa fl/fl [33]</td>
<td>–Can be combined with carcinogen-based studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. CAG-ATDC [35]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcinogen-induced models</td>
<td>BBN-induced MIBC: [37]</td>
<td>–Rapid induction of tumorigenesis and progression \textit{in vivo}</td>
<td>–Identity and sequence of genetic alterations responsible for tumorigenesis is unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–Rapid onset of tumor development and disease progression can make intervention-associated differences difficult to detect/observe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phenotype is often strain-dependent [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient-derived xenografts</td>
<td>Analysis of PDX lines: [40, 41]</td>
<td>–PDX models largely maintain tumor histology and molecular heterogeneity from parent tumors</td>
<td>–PDX use limited by the requirement of specific expertise for use, lengthy development time, and variable take rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variant morphologic patterns:</td>
<td>–Significant utility in preclinical therapeutics studies</td>
<td>–Need for immune deficient hosts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Small cell [42]</td>
<td></td>
<td>–Associated with relatively high cost and need for special expertise relative to other models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Inverted papillary [42]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Microcystic [43]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Neuroendocrine [44]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell lines</td>
<td>1. SCaBER [47]</td>
<td>–Simple, reductionist system ideal for mechanistic studies</td>
<td>–Often Passaged for extended periods of time \textit{in vitro}, which can lead to phenotypic drift/changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. RT4 [48]</td>
<td>–Relative ease of genetic manipulation</td>
<td>–Required immunodeficient hosts for \textit{in vivo} studies, and not all lines are tumorigenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. UMUC1 [49]</td>
<td>–Well characterized</td>
<td>–Not all cell lines are representative of human disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. 5637 [18]</td>
<td>–Often can be grown \textit{in vivo} in xenograft studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. UPPL1541 [52]</td>
<td>–Rapid generation time and with low cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. BBN963 [52]</td>
<td>–In some respects ideal for preclinical therapeutics studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. See Table 1 [22]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. For molecular characterization see [46]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organoids</td>
<td>Originating from:</td>
<td>–Organoid models recreate a more accurate, three-dimensional \textit{in vivo} tissue microenvironment in an \textit{in vitro} setting.</td>
<td>–Use limited by the need for favorable \textit{in vitro} growth conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Patient-derived tissue [60, 62]</td>
<td>–Largely retain heterogeneity consistent with parent tumors.</td>
<td>–Reduced availability relative to cell lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Carcinogen-induced rodent bladder tumors [61]</td>
<td>–Can be established form a number of sources, including patient-derived tissue, carcinogen-induced tumors from animal bladders, and cell lines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Cell lines [60]</td>
<td>Ideal for preclinical therapeutics studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
liver [59], among others. Similar to PDX models, innovative organoid lines developed from patient-derived tissue can be utilized to study bladder tumor progression and drug susceptibility. Bladder cancer organoids have been developed from patient samples [60], carcinogen-induced tumors from rodent bladders [61], and well as cell lines. In addition, organoids can be developed from transgenic animal systems, and be used for “syngeneic” (i.e., immune-competent) in vitro studies. Because organoids can provide some authentic aspects of an in vivo environment in an in vitro setting, these may be more suitable than established cell lines grown in a monolayer format. Following the establishment of 22 bladder cancer organoid cultures, Lee et al. [62] showed that organoid lines retain elements of tumor heterogeneity identified in the parental tumor and effectively model human tumor evolution and treatment response. More specifically, organoids originating from both high-grade and low-grade urothelial cell carcinoma samples, as well as one sample of squamous cell carcinoma of the bladder, were established. On genomic analysis, organoids were found to retain significant heterogeneity, consistent with “parent” tumors; in fact, there was over 80% concordance between the majority of organoid lines and corresponding parental tumors [63]. Lee et al. also made the observation that some organoid lines exhibit phenotypic changes in vitro. Specifically, some organoid lines (while exhibiting mixed or luminal molecular subtype in the parental tumor) exhibited a shift to the basal subtype. The development of cellular plasticity may reflect the stages that occur during tumor progression [62, 63], and potentially arise (as the authors suggest) through epigenetic changes. In summary, organoid cultures provide an innovative model resource for tumor heterogeneity studies.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Instead of reviewing the relative strengths and weaknesses of a given set of approaches, we have endeavored to review the most commonly utilized preclinical models for tumor heterogeneity studies in bladder cancer. For a more detailed discussion of strengths and weaknesses of model systems, readers are referred elsewhere [22].

As we describe in our introduction, bladder cancer is extremely heterogeneous at the morphologic and molecular levels, and tumor heterogeneity can both impact and result from clinical management [51]. However, while there exists a subset of models suitable for the study of specific elements of tumor heterogeneity (i.e., squamous differentiation at the morphology level) within the primary tumor, and there is a paucity of models for the study of other morphologic variants. Because of lack of thorough molecular characterization, it is difficult to know what extent these models faithfully and/or completely model human disease. We now have an increased understanding of the molecular biology associated with tumor heterogeneity. However, the availability of models to study molecular intratumoral heterogeneity is especially limited. Moreover, in vivo models suitable for the study of tumor heterogeneity (broadly defined) resulting in response to clinical management and regarding morphologic and molecular heterogeneity between primary tumors and metastatic lesions are seemingly nonexistent.

In the opinion of the authors, these represent significant impediments to translational bladder cancer research and discovery. One easy “fix” would be to place increased focused on fully characterizing available in vivo models, especially at the genetic level. An important aspect of this process is to compare these models to human disease whenever possible. In addition, increased efforts are required to develop additional in vivo and in vitro models to address these gaps.

Morphologic assessment provides architectural and contextual information, and will unlikely ever be replaced completely by molecular techniques. However, alterations in gene expression and genomics are an essential component of our understanding of tumor heterogeneity. Although morphologic and molecular variation and differences are often linked, it is true that molecular heterogeneity in the form of gene expression differences can exist in a manner independent of morphologic variation. For this reason, there are clear limitations with the use of morphologic heterogeneity as a surrogate to identify elements of molecular heterogeneity. Therefore, resources for the credentialing of currently available model systems in regard to their relationship to molecular subtypes present in human bladder cancer should also be a high priority for the research community. Indeed, lack of thorough characterization (and funding available to support these efforts) of available models is perhaps the most significant roadblock to the identification of additional models, which represent a more complete representation of the spectrum of molecular heterogeneity in this common disease.
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